
April 8, 2022 Nursing Advisory Afternoon Meeting 

 

Attending: Ann Stolz and Margaret Pay-Touro University, Tara Clark and Chloe Clark-Marin 

Health and Human Services, Krista Altaker-Sonoma State University, Sam Yates-ABLE, Tami 

Davis, Sara Lefkowitz, Trevor Murray and Erica Hooper-Arana- Kaiser Permanente NCAL 

Regional, Lori Michelangelo, Julie Mark, Alicia Bright, Noreen Kimelman, Elena Todorova, Jo 

Ruddle, Kim Jupe, Kathy Kunis and Pamela Hemphill. 

Dr. Bright started the meeting at 12:30pm (12:30-2pm). Explained that this is a chance for 

conversation between our sites and the college. One thought was “how can we help each other?”.  

Dr. Bright explained the last committee meeting was in 2019, before her time here.  

Introductions around the ZOOM screen. 

Explanation of our committee. This is supposed to happen two times a year. Touro had hosted an 

unsuccessful meeting. The meetings are a requirement of the BRN.  

Dr. Bright had a slide presentation and then the conversation started. 

Ann Stolz from Touro University explained Touro has no BSN program. The program is from 

ADN to MSN in 18 months. Touro offers lots of student support. Faculty advisor to student ratio 

is 1:5. Free summer class then able to go into program directly. This is the ninth year. 

Chloe from MHHS is able to host 32-33 students, however, she is not a RN so cohorts need their 

instructor present. Always looking for help in West Marin and the Coastal Health Alliance through 

Petaluma Health umbrella. Bilingual students are needed in all aspects of help including tele-

medicine and in person clinics. Also have openings for student rotations in Behavior Health and 

Substance Abuse in West Marin and Petaluma facilities. 

Sam at ABLE is the Director of Intermediate Intellectual Disability for Adults. 9 bed facility with 

moderate to full care. NO COVID cases! They have nursing and OT students. There is a RN 

consultant on the Board at ABLE. Small manageable environment. Tuesdays and Wednesdays for 

Fundamental Nursing students would be wonderful starting in October. 

Trevor from Kaiser NorCal will send out a list of who they contract with, school wise. SSU cohort 

cap is 8. College of Marin is 10 in the cohort. 8 students were agreed to be more manageable in 

the facilities. 

Erica from Kaiser NorCal would like to partner with schools to share skills/simulation labs.  

Ideas on how to make these meetings better attended: Erica from Kaiser suggested both in-person 

and Zoom options. Trevor from Kaiser would like to see a personal connection no matter how. 

Zoom is good now especially due to gas prices, time, and multiple priorities with each job. Maybe 

by the Fall 2022 Lunch in person and ZOOM in the morning. 

Dr. Bright adjourned meeting after thanking everyone for coming. 



 


